The enumeration of inversion sequences avoiding a single pattern was initiated by Corteel-Martinez-Savage-Weselcouch and Mansour-Shattuck independently. Their work has sparked various investigations of generalized patterns in inversion sequences, including patterns of relation triples by Martinez and Savage, consecutive patterns by Auli and Elizalde, and vincular patterns by Lin and Yan. In this paper, we carried out the systematic study of inversion sequences avoiding two patterns of length 3. Our enumerative results establish further connections to the OEIS sequences and some classical combinatorial objects, such as restricted permutations, weighted ordered trees and set partitions. Since patterns of relation triples are some special multiple patterns of length 3, our results complement the work by Martinez and Savage. In particular, one of their conjectures regarding the enumeration of (021, 120)-avoiding inversion sequences is solved.
Introduction
A permutation of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} is a word π 1 π 2 · · · π n such that {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n } = [n]. An inversion sequence of length n is an integer sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) with the restriction 0 ≤ e i ≤ i − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. There are several interesting bijections between S n , the set of permutations of [n], and I n , the set of inversion sequences of length n, which are known as codings of permutations (see [15, 22, 27, 32] and the references therein). Perhaps, the most natural coding in the litterature is the so-called Lehmer code Θ : S n → I n of permutations define for π = π 1 π 2 · · · π n ∈ S n as Θ(π) = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ), where e i := |{j : j < i and π j > π i }|.
Permutations and inversion sequences are viewed as words over N. A word W = w 1 w 2 · · · w n is said to avoid the word (or pattern) P = p 1 p 2 · · · p k (k ≤ n) if there does not exist i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k such that the subword w i 1 w i 2 · · · w i k of W is order isomorphic to P . For a set of words W and a sequence of patterns P 1 , . . . , P r , let us denote W(P 1 , . . . , P r ) the set of words in W which avoid all patterns P i for i = 1, . . . , r.
The enumerative aspect of pattern avoiding permutations has been the focus for over half century since MacMahon's investigation of word statistics and Knuth's consideration of stack-sorting algorithm (see Kitaev' s monograph [19] ). Nevertheless, the systematic study of patterns in inversion sequences was initiated only around 2015 by Corteel-Martinez-Savage-Weselcouch [15] and Mansour-Shattuck [26] , where the enumeration of inversion sequences avoiding a single pattern of length 3 were nearly completed. Two remarkable connections are | I n (021)| = S n and | I n (000)| = E n , where S n is the n-th large Schröder number and E n is the n-th Euler up-down number. Their work has inspired lots of further investigations [2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 20, 22-25, 27, 35] of patterns in inversion sequences from the perspective of enumeration. Especially, it has sparked various study of generalized patterns in inversion sequences, including patterns of relation triples by Martinez and Savage [27] , consecutive patterns by Auli and Elizalde [2, 3] , and vincular patterns by Lin and Yan [25] .
Motivated by the above works, the objective of this paper is to investigate systematically inversion sequences avoiding two patterns of length 3. Our study complement the work by Martinez and Savage [27] on enumeration of inversion sequences avoiding a fixed triple of binary relations (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ) ∈ {<, >, ≤, ≥, =, =, −} 3 . Following [27] , consider the set I n (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ) consisting of those e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i ρ 1 e j , e j ρ 2 e k and e i ρ 3 e k .
Here the relation ′′ − ′′ on a set S is all of S × S, i.e., x ′′ − ′′ y for all x, y ∈ S. For example, we have I n (≥, =, ≥) = I n (101, 110, 201, 210), I n (<, −, <) = I n (012, 021, 011) and I n (>, −, ≤) = I n (101, 102). In general, patterns of relation triples are some special multiple patterns of length 3, so our study complement the work [27] in this sense.
Our work is also parallel to the work by Baxter and Pudwell [4] on pairs of patterns of length 3 in ascent sequences, one of the most important subsets of inversion sequences introduced by Bousquet-Mélou et al. [8] to encode the unlabeled (2+2)-free posets. It should be noted that the enumeration of pattern avoiding ascent sequences was first carried out by Duncan and Steingrímsson in [16] and followed by other researchers in [4, 29, 34] , even a few years earier than the study on inversion sequences, to our surprise.
The enumerative results obtained in this paper are summarized in Table 1 , which establish connections to the OEIS sequences and some classical combinatorial objects, such as restricted permutations, weighted ordered trees and irreducible set partitions. In particular, a conjecture of Martinez and Savage [27] regarding the enumeration of (021, 120)-avoiding inversion sequences is solved. Our work together with [9, 12, 27] completely classify all the Wilf-equivalences for inversion sequences avoiding pairs of length-3 patterns. Moreover, two related unbalanced Wilf-equivalence conjectures, stating as Conjectures 8.3 and 9.1, arise in this work.
Statistics on inversion sequences. For an inversion sequence e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n , define the following five classical statistics:
• asc(e) := |{i ∈ [n − 1] : e i < e i+1 }|, the number of ascents of e;
• dist(e) := |{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } \ {0}|, the number of distinct positive entries of e;
• rmin(e) := |{i ∈ [n] : e i < e j for all j > i }|, the number of right-to-left minima of e; • zero(e) := |{i ∈ [n] : e i = 0}|, the number of zero entries in e; • satu(e) := |{i ∈ [n] : e i = i − 1}|, the number of saturated entries of e. Table 2 . Pattern pairs whose avoidance sequences either have been studied in [9, 12, 27] or appear to be new in the OEIS.
Note that over inversion sequences the first two statistics are Eulerian , while the last three statistics are Stirling (See for example [17, 22] ). These five statistics on restricted inversion sequences have been extensively studied in the literature (cf. [12, 15-17, 20, 22, 25, 27] ) and will play important roles in solving some enumerative problems in this paper.
Notations. Throughout this paper, we use the notation
We will also use the Kronecker delta function: δ i,j equals 1 if i = j; and 0, otherwise. This result is an immediate consequence of the following three simpe observations. Observation 2.
2. An inversion sequence e ∈ I n is (001, 010)-avoiding if and only if for some t ≥ 1, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t = e t+1 = · · · = e n .
Observation 2.
3. An inversion sequence e ∈ I n is (001, 011)-avoiding if and only if either e = (0, 0, . . . , 0) or for some t ≥ 2, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t > e t+1 = e t+2 = · · · = e n = 0.
Observation 2.4. An inversion sequence e ∈ I n is (001, 012)-avoiding if and only if either e = (0, 0, . . . , 0) or for some t ≥ 2, e 1 < e 2 = e 3 = · · · = e t > e t+1 = e t+2 = · · · = e n = 0. Theorem 2.5. For any n ≥ 1 and a pattern pair p ∈ {(001, 110), (001, 021), (001, 120)}, we have | I n (p)| = n 2 + 1, the n-th central polygonal number. This result is clear from the three characterizations below.
Observation 2.6. An inversion sequence e ∈ I n is (001, 110)-avoiding if and only if for some t ≥ 1, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t ≥ e t+1 = e t+2 = · · · = e n .
Remark 2.7. Comparing Observation 2.6 with [27, Observation 11] we see that the two sets I n (001, 110) and I n (≥, =, −) are the same.
Observation 2.8. An inversion sequence e ∈ I n is (001, 021)-avoiding if and only if for some t ≥ 1 and s ≥ t, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t = e t+1 = · · · = e s > e s+1 = e s+2 = · · · = e n = 0.
Observation 2.9. An inversion sequence e ∈ I n is (001, 120)-avoiding if and only if for some t ≥ 1 and s ≥ t, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t = e t+1 = · · · = e s > e s+1 = e s+2 · · · = e n = e t−1 .
2.3.
Pattern pair (000, 001) and Fibonacci numbers. The n-th Fibonacci number F n can be defined by the recurrence F n = F n−1 + F n−2 for n ≥ 2 and the initial values F 0 = 0 and F 1 = 1.
Theorem 2.10. For n ≥ 1, we have I n (000, 001) = I n (=, ≤, −). Consequently, the cardinality of I n (000, 001) is F n+1 .
Proof. It is obvious that I n (000, 001) = I n (=, ≤, −). The second statement then follows form [27, Theorem 4 ].
2.4. Pattern pair (001, 100): F n+2 − 1.
Theorem 2.11. For n ≥ 1, we have I n (001, 100) = I n (≥, ≤, =). Consequently, the cardinality of I n (001, 100) is F n+2 − 1.
Proof. Observe that e ∈ I n is (001, 100)-avoiding if and only if for some t, s with 1 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ n, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t = e t+1 = · · · = e s > e s+1 > e s+2 > · · · > e n . Comparing this with the characterization of (≥, ≤, =)-avoiding inversion sequences in the proof of [27, Theorem 13] , we have I n (001, 100) = I n (≥, ≤, =) and thus | I n (001, 100)| = F n+2 − 1.
2.5.
Pattern pair (001, 210) and Cake numbers. The n-th Cake number, n 3 + n, is the maximal number of pieces resulting from n − 1 planar cuts through a cake. The sequence of Cake numbers is registered as [28, A000125] and has a number of geometric or combinatorial interpretations. We have the following interpretation of Cake numbers as (001, 210)-avoiding inversion sequences. Theorem 2.12. For any n ≥ 1, we have | I n (001, 210)| = n 3 + n. Proof. Observe that e ∈ I n is (001, 210)-avoiding if and only if for some t ≥ 1 and t ≤ s ≤ n, e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t = e t+1 = · · · = e s > e s+1 = e s+2 = · · · = e n .
It follows that for a fixed t, 1 ≤ t ≤ n, there are (n − t)(t − 1) + 1 many inversion sequences with the above form. Summing over t from 1 to n gives the desired result.
2.6. Classes 248(A,B,C,D,E,F): Powers of 2. Simion and Schmidt [33] showed that |S n (132, 231)| = 2 n−1 . Corteel et al. [15] showed that the coding Θ : S n → I n restricts to a bijection from S n (132, 231) to I n (001) and thus | I n (001)| has cardinality 2 n−1 . Martinez and Savage [27, Section 2.6] proved that the three classes I n (<, ≤, −), I n (<, ≥, −) and I n (≤, =, −) also have cardinality 2 n−1 . In this section, we prove more interpretations for 2 n−1 . Proof. Since I n (000, 011) = I n (≤, =, −) and I n (011, 012) = I n (<, ≤, −), the result for p ∈ {(000, 011), (011, 012)} was proved in [27, Section 2.6] .
For p ∈ {(001, 101), (001, 102), (001, 201)}, it has already been characterized in [15] that e ∈ I n (001) if and only if for some t ∈ [n], e 1 < e 2 < · · · < e t ≥ e t+1 ≥ e t+2 ≥ · · · ≥ e n , from which we see I n (p) = I n (001) and the result for these three cases are true.
For p = (010, 012), we observe that inversion sequences e = (0, 0, . . . , 0) in I n (p) are those satisfying e 1 = e 2 = · · · = e t < e t+1 ≥ e t+2 ≥ · · · ≥ e n > 0 for some t ∈ [n − 1]. On the other hand, (011, 012)-avoiding inversion sequences are those whose positive entries are decreasing. For any e ∈ I n (011, 012) with e t as the leftmost positive entry (if any), define e ′ = (0, . . . , 0, e ′ t , . . . , e ′ n ) where for t ≤ i ≤ n, e ′ i equals the nearest positive entry to the left of e i if e i = 0; otherwise e ′ i = e i . For instance, if e = (0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1) ∈ I 9 (011, 012), then e ′ = (0, 0, 0, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1). It is routine to check that the mapping e → e ′ sets up a bijection between I n (011, 012) and I n (010, 012). This completes the poof of the theorem.
2.7.
Classes 248(A,B): 2 n − n. Permutations with at most one descent are known as Grassmannian permutations after Lascoux and Schützenberger [21] . Grassmannian permutations of length n are enumerated by 2 n − n, which is also the cardinality of three equivalence classes of relation triples for inversion sequences as shown in [27] . We relate 2 n − n to two pairs of patterns in inversion sequences. Proof. The case of p = (012, 021): Observe that e ∈ I n (012, 021) are those satisfying for some t ∈ [n], 0 = e 1 = e 2 = · · · e t−1 < e t and either e j = 0 or e j = e t when t + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The number of inversion sequences satisfying the above condition is (t − 1)2 n−t for t ≥ 2.
The case of p = (110, 012): It is sufficient to show that for n ≥ 2, a n − a n−1 = 2 n−1 − 1, where a n = | I n (p)|. Note that I n (110, 012) consists of inversion sequences e ∈ I n whose positive entries are weakly decreasing and whenever e i = e j = ℓ > 0 for some i < j, then e j+1 = e j+2 = · · · = e n = ℓ. For e ∈ I n−1 (110, 012), let e ′ = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−1 , a) ∈ I n (110, 012), where a equals the least positive entries of e, if e = (0, 0, . . . , 0); and 0, otherwise. It is clear that the mapping e → e ′ is a one-to-one correspondence between I n−1 (110, 012) and the set I n (110, 012)\ I n (110, 012), where I n (110, 012) consists of inversion sequences e ∈ I n \{(0, 0, . . . , 0)} whose positive entries are decreasing. So it remains to show that | I n (110, 012)| = 2 n−1 −1. Since for any fixed t and k, 2 ≤ t ≤ n and 1 ≤ k, the number of inversion sequences e ∈ I n (110, 012) with min{i : e i > 0} = t and |{i :
where the second equality follows from the Vandermonde identity. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Proof. Since I n ( =, <, =) = I n (102, 012, 201) and every inversion sequence contains the pattern 102 must also contain 012, we have I n (012, 201) = I n ( =, <, =) and so | I n (012, 201
Observe that a sequence e ∈ I n is (012, 210)-avoiding if and only if
• positive entries of e are weakly decreasing and • dist(e) ≤ 2, and if dist(e) = 2 with e ℓ as the leftmost least positive entry, then e ℓ = e ℓ+1 = · · · = e n . Let I n,t (012, 210) be the set of all inversion sequences e ∈ I n (012, 210) with e t as the leftmost positive entry. The cardinality of {e ∈ I n,t (012, 210) : dist(e) = 1} is easily seem
where each term t−1 2 2 n−t−ℓ counts the number of e ∈ I n,t (012, 210) with dist(e) = 2 whose leftmost least positive entry is e n−ℓ−1 . It then follows that
which can be simplified to 2 n+1 − n+1 3 −2n−1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 2.9. Pattern pair (010, 011):
Note that I n (010, 011) is the set of e ∈ I n satisfying for some t ∈ [n], 0 = e 1 = e 2 = · · · = e t < e t+1 and e i = e j for t ≤ i < j ≤ n.
So for fixed t ∈ [n], the number of inversion sequences satisfying the above condition is t n−t . The result then follows.
Classes 1430(A,B) and Catalan numbers.
Recall that a Dyck path of length n is a path in N 2 from (0, 0) to (n, n) using the east step (1, 0) and the north step (0, 1), which does not pass above the diagonal y = x. It is well known that the n-th Catalan number C n = 1 n+1 2n n counts the length n Dyck paths. One can represent a Dyck path of length n by a weakly increasing inversion sequence e with e i as the height of its i-th east step. Proof. Note that I n (010, 021) is exactly the set of weakly increasing inversion sequences of length n and so | I n (010, 021)| = C n . The mapping e → e ′ , where e ′ is constructed from e by replacing each positive entry by 0 except for all the first occurrences of positive values, is a bijection between I n (010, 021) and I n (011, 021). The proof is complete.
Classes 8558(A,B) and Schröder numbers.
A Schröder n-path is a path in N 2 from (0, 0) to (2n, 0) using only the steps (1, 1) (up step), (1, −1) (down step) and (2,0) (flat step). The n-th Large Schröder number S n counts the Schröder n-paths, as well as the (2413, 4213)-avoiding permutations known as Separable permutations. One of the most remarkable results (see [15, 20, 22, 26, 27] ) in the enumeration of pattern avoiding inversion sequences is | I n (021)| = S n . Since every inversion sequence contains a pattern 210 or 201 must also contain the pattern 021, we have I n (p) = I n (021) for p ∈ {(021, 210), (021, 201)} and consequently the following result holds. . .} appears as A001519 in [28] and has many combinatorial interpretations, among which is the number of (321, 3412)-avoiding permutations known as Boolean permutations. Note that a n = F 2n−1 satisfies the recurrence a n = 3a n−1 − a n−2 .
Corteel et al. [15] showed that I n (012)| shares the same recurrence relation above as a n and thus proving
The following result provides more interpretations of a n in terms of pattern avoiding inversion sequences. Proof. Since an inversion sequence contains the pattern 102 or 120 must also contain the pattern 012, we have I n (p) = I n (012) for p ∈ {(012, 102), (012, 120)}. The result for these two cases then follows from (3.1). Next, we deal with the case p = (011, 102). Consider the triangle where last(e) is the last entry of e. We claim that for n ≥ 2,
Notice that the mapping δ k : (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−1 ) → (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−1 , k) is an one-to-one correspondence between I n−1 (012) and A n,k for k = 0, 1 and so Eq.
is an one-to-one correspondence between A n−1,k−1 and A n,k , and thus Eq. (3.3) holds. We aim to show that B n,k := {e ∈ I n (011, 102) : satu(e) = k − 1} has the same carnality as A n,k , which would finish the proof. We will do this by showing
Comparing (3.4) and (3.5) with (3.2) and (3.3) we have |B n,k | = |A n,k | by induction. It remains to prove (3.4) and (3.5) . Clearly, the mapping (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) → (0, e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) is an one-to-one correspondence between I n−1 (011, 102) and B n,0 and so | I n−1 (011, 102)| = |B n,0 |. For e ∈ B n,1 , there exist only one index j > 1 such that e j = j − 1 and we introduce the mapping ρ : B n,1 → I n−1 (011, 102) by
• if j−2 does not appear as the entry of e, then let ρ(e) = (e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e j −1, e j+1 , . . . , e n ); • otherwise, let ρ(e) be constructed by removing the entry e j from e directly.
For instance, if n = 2, then the mapping reads ρ(0, 0, 0, 3) = (0, 0, 2), ρ(0, 0, 1, 3) = (0, 1, 2), ρ(0, 0, 2, 0) = (0, 1, 0), ρ(0, 0, 2, 1) = (0, 0, 1) and ρ(0, 1, 0, 0) = (0, 0, 0). The crucial observation about ρ is that e j is the largest entry of e and ρ(e) is constructed by the second billet if and only if ρ(e) ∈ B n−1,0 . To see that ρ is a bijection, we introduce its inverse ρ −1 explicitly. For e ∈ I n−1 (011, 102) with e j = ℓ as the largest entry, define ρ −1 : I n−1 (011, 102) → B n,1 as
• if e / ∈ B n−1,0 , then ρ −1 (e) = (0, e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e j + 1, e j+1 , . . . , e n ); • otherwise, e ∈ B n−1,0 and let ρ −1 (e) = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e ℓ+1 , ℓ + 1, e ℓ+2 , . . . , e n−1 ).
It is routine to check that ρ −1 is the inverse of ρ, which proves |B n,1 | = | I n−1 (011, 102)| and (3.4) is established. To see (3.5), for any e ∈ B n,k (2 ≤ k ≤ n − 1) with e ℓ as the largest entry, consider the mapping e → e ′ where e ′ is obtained from e by removing e ℓ directly. Since e ℓ is the rightmost saturated entry of e, it is easy to see that e → e ′ sets up a one-to-one correspondence between B n,k and B n−1,k−1 , which completes the proof of the theorem. [27] ). For n ≥ 1, we have
, has been registered as A279561 in the OEIS [28] . In this section, we will prove Conjecture 4.1 and two more interpretations for this integer sequence. 
Let D n be the set of Dyck paths of length n. Note that |D n | = C n , the n-th Catalan number, whose generating function is
For our purpose, we color each east step of a Dyck path by black or red and call such a Dyck path a colored Dyck path. If the i-th east step has height k and color red, then we write h i =k. It was observed in [15] that an inversion sequence is 021-avoiding if and only if its positive entries are weakly increasing. By this characterization, each sequence e ∈ I n (021) can be represented by a colored Dyck path H(e) = h 1 h 2 · · · h n , called the outline of e in [22, Def. 2.1], where
if e i = 0 and k = max{e 1 , . . . , e i }.
For example, the outline of (0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 4) is the colored Dyck path0111224 drawn in Fig. 1 . Let us denote by A n the set of colored Dyck paths of length n satisfying (a) all the east step of height 0 are colored red, and (b) the first east step of each positive height is colored black. It clear that the geometric representation H is a bijection between I n (021) and A n . Let B n be the set of colored Dyck paths in A n such that only east steps with smallest positive height can have two colors. For example, the colored Dyck path in Fig. 1 is an element in A 7 \ B 7 . Note that I n (<, >, =) = I n (021, 120) and the geometric representation d induces a bijection between I n (021, 120) and B n . Let
In view of (4.1), Conjecture 4.1 is equivalent to the following result.
.
We decompose the proof of the above theorem into the following two lemmas. Let C n be the set of colored Dyck paths of length n such that only east steps of height 0, except the first step, can have two colors. Introduce the generating function
Lemma 4.3. We have the following functional equation for S(x):
Proof. For a colored Dyck path D = h 1 · · · h n ∈ B n , let
Then, D can be decomposed uniquely into a pair (D 1 , D 2 ) of Dyck paths, where
We need to distinguish two cases:
, the Dyck path consisting of k − 1 read east steps of height 0, then
Turning this decomposition into generating functions then yields
which is equivalent to (4.3). Proof of Theorem 4.2. By (4.4), we have
Solving 
For any 0 ≤ m < ℓ ≤ n, denote by A n,m,ℓ the set of (110, 102)-avoiding inversion sequences of length n in which the largest entry is m with the left-most occurrence of m in position ℓ. Let a n,m,ℓ = #A n,m,ℓ . Then, the first few values of the arrays [a n,m,ℓ ] 0≤m<ℓ≤n are: .
We have the following recurrence relation for a n,m,ℓ . where a n,0,ℓ = δ ℓ,1 for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
Proof. For an element e ∈ A n,m,ℓ , we distinguish two cases: (a) If there are at least two m appear as entries of e, then consider the sequenceê = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . ,ê ℓ , e ℓ+1 , . . . , e n ) obtained from e by removing e ℓ . Since e is 110-avoiding, e n must equal m, which forces the entries ofê to be weakly increasing, for otherwise there will be a 102 pattern occurs inê (this would contradict the fact thatê is 102-avoiding). Thus,ê can be considered as a Dyck path whose last east step has height m and the (ℓ − 1)-th east step has height smaller than m. There are exactly d n−1,m − d ℓ−1,m many members of A n,m,ℓ arise in this case. (b) Otherwise, the letter m occurs only once within e. Suppose that j is the second largest letter of e, then we need further to consider two cases: (b1) The left-most occurrence of j within e is in positions 1 through ℓ − 2. Since e is 102-avoiding, each entry between the left-most j and m must be a j. This forces all entries after m must also equal j because of e is 110-avoiding. Moreover, as e is 102-avoiding, the subsequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e ℓ−2 ) is weakly increasing and so members of A n,m,ℓ arising in this case (with j as second largest entry) are in bijection with Dyck paths of length ℓ − 2 with last east step of height j. Summing over all 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, there are totally d ℓ−1,m−1 − χ(m = 1, ℓ = 2) many members of A n,m,ℓ arise in this case. (b2) The left-most occurrence of j within e is either in position ℓ − 1 or in positions ℓ + 1 through n. In either case, the entry e ℓ = m is extraneous since the first ℓ − 2 entries of e are governed by a j either coming just before m or at some position after m. The deletion of e ℓ from e then results in a member of A n,j,k for some 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 and ℓ − 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and summing over these indices gives the last term in (4.8). All the above cases together gives (4.8), as desired.
For any n ≥ 2, let a n (u, v) := n ℓ=2 ℓ−1 m=1 a n,m,ℓ u m v ℓ .
Introduce the generating function a(x; u, v) by
Next, we show that recurrence relation (4.8) can be translated into the following functional equation for a(x; u, v). 
a(x; u, v).
Proof. Multiplying both sides of (4.8) by x n u m v ℓ and summing over all 1 ≤ m < ℓ ≤ n will yield a functional equation for a(x; u, v). More precisely, we need to simplify the following terms coming from the right hand side of (4.8):
where the last equality follows from the same manipulation as in [26, Lem. 3.5] . Summing over all the above expressions gives the functional equation (4.9).
Finally, we will solve the functional equation (4.9) using the kernel method to obtain the following expression for a(x; 1, 1). Theorem 4.7. We have (4.10)
a(x; 1, 1) =
Equivalently,
Proof. We apply the kernel method and set the coefficients of a(x; u, v) on both sides of (4.9) equal:
Solving this equation for u gives
Substituting the expression for u given by (4.11) into (4.9), and simplifying yields
Observe that α(x, w) = v whenever w = w(x, v) is a root of the quadratic equation
Replacing v by w in (4.12) gives
Let w 1 and w 2 denote the two roots of the equation (4.13). Substituting w 1 and w 2 into (4.14) then gives
Solving this system of equations yields
Involving expression (4.7) for D(u, x),
we get (4.10) after simplification. This completes the proof of the first statement. The second statement follows from the fact that 1 + n≥1 | I n (110, 102)|x n = a(x; 1, 1) + 1 1 − x equals the right-hand side of (4.1), which ends the proof of the theorem. 
We could translate recurrence relation (4.15) into a functional equation for B(x; u, v). Lemma 4.9. We have
Next we calculate 
b(x; 1, uv).
By the above two expressions, if we multiply both sides of (4.15) by x n u m v ℓ and sum over 1 ≤ m < ℓ ≤ n, then we get the functional equation (4.16) .
We are going to solve the functional equation (4.16), which will result in the following expression for b( x, 1, 1) .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.7. We apply the kernel method and set the coefficients of b(x; u, v) on both sides of (4.16) equal:
Substituting the expression for u given by (4.18) into (4.16), and simplifying yields
Observe that β(x, w) = v whenever w = w(x, v) is a root of the quadratic equation
Replacing v by w in (4. 19) gives
substituting the two roots of the quadratic equation (4.20) into (4.21) yields a system of two equations, which after eliminating b(x; 1, v) and then setting v = 1 gives the desired expression (4.17) for b( x; 1, 1) . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Classes 4140(D,E,F): Bell numbers and Stirling numbers
Let Π n be the set of all set partitions of [n] and denote Π n,k the set of partitions in Π n with k blocks. It is well known that The proof of this result in [15] was by constructing a recursive bijection from I n,k (011) to Π n,k , where I n,k (011) := {e ∈ I n (011) : zero(e) = k}. We note that there exists another natural bijection η : I n,k (011) → Π n,k observed in [13] . Given e ∈ I n,k (011), the partition η(e) can be constructed for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, step by step, as follows:
• if e i = 0, then construct a new block {i};
• otherwise, e i > 0 and insert i into the block containing e i . For example, if e = (0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 4) ∈ I 6,3 (011), then η(e) = {{1, 4, 6}, {2, 3}, {5}} ∈ Π 6,3 . The bijection η provides another proof of Theorem 5.1 .
A statistic whose distribution over a combinatorial object gives the Stirling numbers of the second kind is said to be 2nd Stirling over such object. In this language, Theorem 5.1 is equivalent to the assertion that "zero" is 2nd Stirling over I n (011). Since an inversion sequence contains the pattern 101 or 110 must also contain the pattern 011, we have Corollary 5.2. For n ≥ 1, I n (011, 101) = I n (011) = I n (011, 110).
It has been shown in [12, Sec. 6 ] that | I n (000, 101)| = | I n (000, 110)| = B n and moreover, the statistic "rmin" is 2nd Stirling over | I n (000, 110)|. Unfortunately, all the five classical statistics defined in the introduction are not 2nd Stirling over I n (000, 101). We pose the following challenging open problem for further research.
Problem 5.3. Find a natural statistic whose distribution over I n (000, 101) is 2nd Stirling.
For a sequence e ∈ I n , let rep(e) := n − dist(e) be the number of repeated entries of e. Martinez and Savage [27, Sec. 2.17.3] showed that | I n (010, 101)| = B n by constructing a bijection between I n (010, 101) and I n (011). We have the following refinement. Proof. The mapping e → e ′ constructed in [27] , where e ′ i = 0 if e i ∈ {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i−1 } and otherwise e ′ i = e i , is a bijection from I n (010, 101) and I n (011) which preserves the statistic "dist". Since each 011-avoiding inversion sequence has distinct positive entries, the statistics "rep" and "zero" coincide on I n (011). The result then follows from Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.5. There exists a bijection φ : I n (010, 101) → I n (010, 100) which preserves the triple (dist, satu, zero). Consequently, the statistic "rep" is 2nd Stirling over I n (010, 100).
Proof. Note that e ∈ I n is (010, 101)-avoiding if and only if whenever e i = e j for some i < j, then e k = e i for every i ≤ k ≤ j. For e ∈ I n (010, 101), define φ(e) = e ′ where e ′ i = max{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i−2 } if e i−1 = e i < max{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i−2 } and otherwise e ′ i = e i . For instance, if e = (0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2, 5, 1, 1) ∈ I 12 (010, 101), then φ(e) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 3, 2, 4, 4, 5, 1, 5) ∈ I 12 (010, 100).
It is routine to check that φ is a bijection between I n (010, 101) and I n (010, 100) that preserves the triple (dist, satu, zero). The second statement then follows from the bijection φ and Theorem 5.4.
Pattern pair (101, 021): A bijection to weighted ordered trees
The integer sequence {1, 1, 2, 6, 21, 80, 322, 1347, 5798, 25512, . . .} with algebraic generating function
appearing as A106228 in the OEIS [28] enumerates many interesting combinatorial objects, including
• (4123, 4132, 4213)-avoiding permutations, proved by Albert, Homberger, Pantone, Shar and Vatter [1] ; • (101, 102)-avoiding inversion sequences, conjectured by Martinez and Savage [27] and verified algebraically by Cao, Jin and Lin [12] ; • weighted ordered trees, where each interior vertex (non-root, non-leaf) is weighted by a positive integer ≤ its outdegree (see [28, A106228] ). In this section, we will prove that this integer sequence also counts (101, 021)-avoiding inversion sequences. This is achieved via a new constructed "type"-preserving bijection from ordered trees of n edges to Dyck paths of length n.
Let t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t k ) ∈ P k with t 1 + t 2 + · · · + t k = n. A Dyck path D = h 1 h 2 · · · h n of length n is said to have type t if
In other words, this Dyck path begins with t 1 east steps followed by at least one north step, and then continues with t 2 east steps followed by at least one north step, and then so on. For example, the Dyck path in the right-bottom side of Fig. 2 has type (3, 1, 2, 1) .
We next introduce the type for ordered trees. For the basic definitions and terminology concerning ordered trees (or plane trees), see [31, Sec. 1.5] . In an ordered tree T , the outdegree of a vertex v ∈ V (T ), denoted deg v , is the number of descendants of v. We will order all vertices of T by using the depth-first order (also known as preorder). For example, the preorder of the vertices of the ordered tree in the right-top side of Fig. 2 are  a, b, c, d , e, f, g, h.
If v 1 is the root of T and v 2 , v 3 , . . . , v k are the interior vertices of T in preorder, then we called T has type
For instance, the tree in our running example has type (deg a , deg c , deg d , deg g ) = (3, 1, 2, 1) . Let T n be the set of all ordered trees with n edges. It is well known that |T n | = C n and there are already several bijections between T n and D n ; see the monograph [31] of Stanely on Catalan number. The main result of this section is a construction of a bijection from T n to D n , which seems new to the best of our knowledge. Theorem 6.1. There exists a type-preserving bijection Φ from T n to D n .
Recall that in Section 4.1, the geometric representation H is a bijection between I n (021) and A n . This h reduces to a bijection between I n (101, 021) and colored Dyck paths in A n such that red east steps of the same height are connected. The latter objects are readily seem to be in one-to-one correspondence with Dyck paths in D n such that each first appearance of east steps of the same height is weighted by a positive integer ≤ the number of east steps of that height. It then follows from Theorem 6.1 that Corollary 6.2. Inversion sequences avoiding the pair (101, 021) are counted by the integer sequence A106228. Equivalently, | I n (101, 102)| = | I n (101, 021)| for n ≥ 1.
The construction of Φ will be recursive based on the number of interior vertices of rooted trees. For an ordered tree T ∈ T n with v as the latest (in preorder) interior vertex, define cap(T ) to be the number of vertices of T after v (in preorder), called the capacity of T . While for a Dyck path (or just a word of integers) D = h 1 h 2 · · · h n , define cap(D) = n − h n the capacity of D. We now construct Φ(T ) recursively as follows:
• if T has no interior vertex, then define Φ(T ) = 00 · · · 0, the Dyck path consisting of n east steps of height 0;
• otherwise, suppose T has at least one interior vertex and v is the latest (in preorder) interior vertex; let T ′ be the ordered tree obtained by deleting all descendants of v in T and let Φ( Fig. 2 for an example of the construction of Φ(T ).
The following crucial property of Φ can be checked routinely by induction on the number of interior vertices of T . It follows from the above lemma that the resulting word Φ(T ) is a Dyck path and so the mapping Φ is well-defined. It can be checked from the recursive construction that Φ is a type-preserving injection and thus is a bijection due to the cardinality reason.
Pattern pair (101, 110) and indecompsable set partitions
A set partition of [n] is a indecomposable partition (or unsplitable partition) if the only subset of its blocks that partitions an initial segment of [n] is the full set of all blocks. For our purpose, we arrange the blocks of a partition in decreasing order of their smallest entry, as in {7}{4}{3, 5}{1, 2, 6}. Since the last three blocks form a partition of [6] , this partition is not indecomposable. The indecomposable partitions can be used to indexed a free generating set of symmetric functions in noncommutative variables (see [14] ).
The indecomposable partitions are counted by the integer sequence [28, A074664] , which has several other combinatorial interpretations, including irreducible set partitions and non-nesting permutations. In this section, we prove that this integer sequence also counts (101, 110)-avoiding inversion sequences. In order to achieve this, we need to introduce a refinement of this integer sequence.
The triangle {T n,k } 1≤k≤n , appearing as A086211 in OEIS [28] , are defined by
T n−1,j with T 1,i = δ 1,i . The first few values of T n,k are listed in Table 3 . As was proven by Callan [11] , T n,k counts the indecomposable partitions of [n + 1] such that n + 1 lies in the k-th block. For example, T 3,2 = 3 and all the indecomposable partitions of [4] Proof. Let Z n,k = {e ∈ I n (101, 110) : zero(e) = k} and z n,k = |Z n,k |. It will be sufficient to show that
Let Z n,k,ℓ be the set of sequences e ∈ Z n,k such that within e there are exactly ℓ ones. For e ∈ I n , let us introduce the operation σ −1 (e) = (e ′ 2 , e ′ 3 , . . . , e ′ n ), where e ′ i = e i − χ(e i > 0). It is clear that σ −1 (e) ∈ Z n−1,k+ℓ−1 . In fact, if ℓ = 0, then σ −1 is a bijection between Z n,k,0 and Z n−1,k−1 and so |Z n,k,0 | = z n,−1,k−1 . However, if ℓ = 1, each element of Z n−1,k is the image under σ −1 of k elements of Z n,k,1 ; and if ℓ ≥ 2, then each element of Z n−1,k+ℓ−1 is the image under σ −1 of an unique element from Z n,k,ℓ . To see this, for e ∈ Z n,k,ℓ , let e = (e b 1 , e b 2 , . . . , e b k+ℓ ) be the subsequence of e consisting of the zeros and ones in e. Since e avoids both 101 and 110, when ℓ ≥ 2, the ℓ ones inẽ must be consecutive and in the last ℓ positions ofẽ. But if ℓ = 1, then there are k ways to place the entry one inẽ. It follows that |Z n,k,1 | = kz n−1,k and |Z n,k,ℓ | = z n−1,k+ℓ−1 for ℓ ≥ 2. Taking all the above cases into account gives
which proves (7.2) . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Wilf-equivalences
Two sets of patterns Π and Π ′ are said to be Wilf-equivalent on I n if for each positive integer n, | I n (Π)| = | I n (Π ′ )|. We denote the Wilf-equivalence of Π and Π ′ by Π ∼ Π ′ . Our results in previous sections together with the works in [9, 12, 27] have already established most of the Wilf-equivalences for inversion sequences avoiding pairs of length-3 patterns; see Tables 1 and 2 . The computer data indicates that there are exactly 48 Wilf-equivalence classes, of which 4 classes are remain unproved. The purpose of this section is prove these remaining 4 classes, which would completely classify all the Wilf-equivalences for inversion sequences avoiding pairs of length-3 patterns.
Theorem 8.1. The following three Wilf-equivalences hold:
(011, 201) ∼ (011, 210), (000, 201) ∼ (000, 210) and (100, 021) ∼ (110, 021).
Proof. Notice that the bijection of Corteel et al. in [15, Thm. 5] between I n (201) and I n (210) is just rearrangement of the entries of inversion sequences. Thus, their bijection restricts to a bijection between I n (011, 201) (resp. I n (000, 201)) and I n (011, 210) (resp. I n (000, 210) ). This proves the first two Wilf-equivalences.
For the third Wilf-equivalence, define the mapping e → e ′ by • e ′ = e, if the entries of e are weakly increasing;
• otherwise, if e k is the leftmost greatest entry before the last zero entry e ℓ = 0, then e ′ = (e 1 , . . . , e k , e ′ k+1 , . . . , e ′ ℓ , e ℓ+1 , . . . , e n ), where e ′ k+1 = · · · = e ′ ℓ−1 = 0 and e ′ ℓ = e k . It is easy to check that this mapping establishes an one-to-one correspondence between I n (100, 021) and I n (110, 021).
Under the bijection of Corteel et al. in [15, Thm. 5] between I n (201) and I n (210), (0, 0, 0, 3, 2, 4, 2, 1) → (0, 0, 0, 3, 1, 4, 2, 2), which does not preserve the pattern 010. Therefore, their bijection does not restrict to a bijection between I n (010, 201) and I n (010, 210). However, we still have Theorem 8.2. There exists a bijection f : I n (201) → I n (210) which preserves the pattern 010 and the triple of statistics (zero, dist, satu). In particular, (010, 201) ∼ (010, 210).
Proof. The idea underlying the construction of f is to replace iteratively occurrences of pattern 210 in an element of I n (201) \ I n (210) with copies of patterns 201, preserving the pattern 010.
By a k-occurrence of 210 or 201 in an inversion sequence e, we mean a pattern of e in which the letter k plays the role of 2. Our f when restricted to I n (201) ∩ I n (210) is simply identity. So we only need to define the mapping f from I n (201)\I n (210) to I n (210)\I n (201). Let e ∈ I n (201) \ I n (210). Then, e contains the pattern 210 but avoids 201. We apply the following cyclic exchange operation to e:
• find the leftmost copy of the smallest entry e i , say e i = k, such that e i plays the role 2 in a 210 pattern of e; • let S denote the subsequence of e consisting of entries with values smaller than k; suppose that the set of different entries in S is {i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i ℓ } for some ℓ ≥ 2; • make the cyclic exchange on S: change all entries of S with value i t to i t+1 for 1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ − 1 and change all entries of S with value i ℓ to i 1 . 0, 1, 2, 3, 1, 1, 4, 2, 4, 8, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 7) = f (e).
Since e avoids 201, each time when one applies the cyclic exchange operation, all entries of S must appear from left to right in the order: i ℓ , i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i ℓ−1 (note that ℓ = 2 when applying the operation for the first time). So each cyclic exchange operation removes all koccurrences of 210 and replaces them with k-occurrences of 201. As each application of the cyclic exchange operation is reversible, the mapping f is bijective. From the construction, it is clear that f preserves the pattern 010 and the triple of statistics (zero, dist, satu). This completes the proof of the theorem. Regarding the pattern pairs (011, 201) and (011, 210), we make the following unbalanced Wilf-equivalence conjecture. The open problem is the second equivalence. Though unable to prove Conjecture 8.3, we find functional equations that can be applied to compute | I n (011, 201)| and | I n ( =, ≥, ≥)| for larger n, in the rest of this section.
Let us consider the number c n,m,ℓ of (011, 201)-avoiding inversion sequences of length n in which the largest entry is m with the left-most occurrence of m in position ℓ. Let with c n,0,ℓ = δ 1,ℓ . Equivalently, there holds the functional equation
Proof. By considering the deletion of the left-most largest entries from (011, 201)-avoiding inversion sequences, we get recursion ( Multiplying both sides by x n and summing over n ≥ 2 yields (8.2) after simplification.
Next we will use the generating tree technique (see [7] ) to count ( =, ≥, ≥)-avoiding inversion sequences. For each e ∈ I n ( =, ≥, ≥), let m 1 (e) and m 2 (e) be the greatest element and the second greatest element in {e i : i ∈ [n]} ∪ {−1}, respectively. Introduce the parameters (p, q) of e by p = n − m 1 (e) and q = m 1 (e) − m 2 (e).
For example, the parameters of (0, 0, 2, 1) is (2, 1) and the parameters of (0, 0, 0, 0) is (4, 1). We have the following rewriting rule for ( =, ≥, ≥)-avoiding inversion sequences. Lemma 8.5. Let e ∈ I n ( =, ≥, ≥) be an inversion sequence with parameters (p, q). Exactly p + q inversion sequences in I n+1 ( =, ≥, ≥) when removing their last entries will become e, and their parameters are respectively:
(p + 1, q), (p + 1, q − 1), . . . , (p + 1, 1) (p, 1), (p − 1, 2), . . . , (1, p) .
Proof. It is clear that the sequence f := (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n , b) is in I n+1 (≥, ≥, −) if and only if m 2 (e) < b ≤ n. We distinguish the following three cases:
• If m 2 (e) < b < m 1 (e), then m 1 (f ) = m 1 (e) and m 2 (f ) = b. These contribute the parameters (p + 1, q − 1), (p + 1, q − 2), . . . , (p + 1, 1). • If b = m 1 (e), then m 1 (f ) = m 1 (e) and m 2 (f ) = m 2 (e). So this case contributes the parameters (p + 1, q). • If m 1 (e) < b ≤ n, then m 1 (f ) = b and m 2 (f ) = m 1 (e). These contribute the parameters (p, 1), (p − 1, 2), . . . , (1, p). The above three cases together give the rewriting rule for ( =, ≥, ≥)-avoiding inversion sequences.
Using the above lemma, we can construct a generating tree (actually an infinite rooted tree) for ( =, ≥, ≥)-avoiding inversion sequences by representing each element as its parameters as follows: the root is (1, 1) and the children of a vertex labelled (p, q) are those generated according to the rewriting rule in Lemma 8.5. For an inversion sequence e ∈ I n , let |e| = n denote the size of e. Introduce We can turn this generating tree into a functional equation as follows.
Proposition 8.6. We have the following functional equation for E(u, v):
Proof. Since in the generating tree for ( =, ≥, ≥)-avoiding inversion sequences, each vertex other than the root (1, 1) can be generated by a unique parent, we have
which is equivalent to (8.3) .
Can the two functional equations (8.3) and (8.2) be solved to prove Conjecture 8.3?
Concluding remarks
Since the publications of Corteel, Martinez, Savage and Weselcouch [15] and Mansour and Shattuck [27] on enumeration of inversion sequences avoiding a single pattern of length 3, patterns in inversion sequences have attracted considerable attentions. Many interesting enumeration results and surprising connections with special integer sequences and functions have already been found [2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 18, 20, 22-25, 27, 35] , some of which are still open. As one of the most attractive conjectures, Beaton, Bouvel, Guerrini and Rinaldi [5, Conj. 23] suspected that |{e ∈ I n (110) : zero(e) = k}| = |{π ∈ S n (2314) : rmin(π) = k}| for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where rmin(π) denotes the number of right-to-left minima of π.
In this paper, we finish the classification of all the Wilf-equivalences for inversion sequences avoiding pairs of length-3 patterns and establish their further connections to some special OEIS sequences and classical combinatorial objects.
For classical patterns in inversion sequences, one further direction to continue would be to consider a triple (or multi-tuple) of length-3 patterns or a single pattern of length 4. In particular, regarding the integer sequence A279561 in OEIS [28] , the following conjectured enumeration has been discovered by Jun Ma and the second named author. In other words, there holds the unbalanced Wilf-equivalence (0012) ∼ (021, 120).
